
All People Testing & Basic Income Are Decisive to Tackle against Corona.
All people’s PCR testing can find people coming back business and patients to hospital at

once.This was found possible both by short time and expense.Also you could verify it.

http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

Note the Unprecedented Global Economy Crush at now would last for at lest few years ?

by best,if worst,for more than 10 years?.Thus temporal Emergency Subsidies could not

work for essential relief,but ineffective waste causing stronger government finance crisis ?.

Problem is least payment,but most effective relief method to recover stable economy.

Then we must judge business necessary and not,but do reliefing all people’s livelihood.

 Spain introduces basic income scheme to tackle poverty
Measure affecting about 2.3 million people in need guarantees income of maximum $1,126

per family, government says.
https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/spain-introduces-basic-income-scheme-tackle-poverty-200530080443046.html

Spain population=4700.0000,employed~2000.0000,→230.0000 /2000.0000＝10％！
This challenging good news would trigger the global popularization ?!!

 Basic Income the Summary on the Annual Finance Stability .
 Unconditionally all nation people is assured to gain minimum income for their livelihood.

This is also to assure stable consumer market size in any social & economic state.

This fact make it very ease to change regime drastically in institutions and technological.

 Those whose income is larger BI is almost no change in their income.

 Many may fear for tax increasing,however it is not annual one,but initial only.

After all,initial tax rate(government budget) increase is about Jobless Rate which is

considered increase of family dependent.It is a cost for sharing suffer of jobless by all

people.Note “fundamentally “no tax increasing in coming years by canceling the payment

and the income in government finance. See details in APPENDIX-1 

Vivid life is circulation of blood,vivid economy is circulation of money, but not stagnant.

 What is Basic Income? Introduce overseas past years experiment examples
https://earthlab.tech-earth.net/what-is-basic-income/

It was past experiments in Finland, Canada, and Switzerland, but those seem used for

advertisement of failure! ?.. Author don't know Finland politics, but the other countries are

conservative. Opposers against large tax increase are deceived<account principle in outgo

and income matrix>, some accuse increasing in lazy persons ,which unrelated to the main

economic rotation, whether it is a lie or a truth.

http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf
https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/spain-introduces-basic-income-scheme-tackle-poverty-200530080443046.html
https://earthlab.tech-earth.net/what-is-basic-income/


APPENDIX-1:Basic Income is decisive Drug to Treat the Deadly Livelihood.
http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf

 Corona Economics(Basic Income=BI)the Consistency in the Simplest Model 
Al Qur'an;The Heifer 219: <modified by author by Japanese translation>

And if you've asked how much you should give zakat(donation)?, answer the surplus..

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html

Government’s any amount of rational BI payment never increase debt,but balance by setting

nothing surplus of BE,National Finance as usual has been increasing Government Debt due

to NGO corporate surplus increasing<Zero Sum Theorem on total debt and bond>.

BE=Business Essential is defined as active economy actors in Corona Economy Regime.

ECONOMICS the Income  Outgo Matrix.<column=outgo ,row=income >

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Following is a numerical example.

Governent

GE=70

Bank B-Essential
140

B-non Essen Home

130

Governent 0 70(GE) 30 0 GH=30

Bank 0 0 0 0

B-Essential=BE EG=40 0 0 EH=100
B-non Essen 0 0 0 0

Home HG=30 0 70 30=salary 0

The Design Algorithm:
 Green row is fundamental demands＝consuming pay by home(100) and government(40).

 By jobless rate,BI ratio is determined in total consuming sum 100=30+70,

 Tax total Government pay( 40) BI pay(30)=40+30=70 GE..

 See     Tax Home 30, Tax BE=70-30=40.

 Salary Home by BE BE income  BE tax  140-40=100

BI=HG=30 is high rate in home consuming=30/100 30%,which could be also jobless rate !

Thus Bi becomes evident to be stable without debt increasing in government.

＊reference:Macro-Economics Circulation

http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html

Note this is is the principle,but not the actuality in each nation budget planning.This actual

task need the professional’s more complex calculation toward the managing.

http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf
https://www.clearquran.com/002.html
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html


APPENDIX-2：Coming New Constructing the Fundamental Strategy.
This is economy reincarnating method.Economy dynamics is positive feedback one,

thus once it declined,no recover again,unless something large demand inputting,

Such they had made a fatal fail,the destroying climate by massive oil consuming,Now it had

become too serious.A nation had become not to assure all people’s stable life by anymore.

Above all,accelerated climate disasters would attack mass foods supply and basic infrastructure.

None is more dangerous for ruler,but collective hungry people seeking foods to survive !!

 This is also decisive the highest priority problem of us all at now.

Note such they had done the Corona with mind state of do or die.So it is us who is too stupid

not knowing the imminent crisis.Now we are paying unprecedented cost as outrageous non

stop victims rise by Corona.Thereby we must drastically change our mind(the as usual)

toward recognizing the fact unfavorable(climate crisis now heading global extinction !!).

Our life(as usual)is not rigidly stable,but too fragile by drastic Environmental Change!
Learning tolerance in life is decisive to survive in coming more vulnerable world.

Global Corona riot is caused only by air contamination,but the consequence is large enough to

destroy simultaneously many lives and large scale business.Thanks to those,almost global

inhabitants equally and simultaneously have learned tolerance in tough life for the interval.

In modern age,except wartime,we were living time of growing pleasure life only,but not of suffer.

This high fee lesson must not be of no use,but of use in coming more and more dangerous crisis.

If once again we would fail by having forgotten the tolerance,we could not have salvation

anymore.

 Business as usual had died,so it’s nothing,but new business to reincarnate.

Economy dynamics is positive feedback one,thus once it declined,no recover again,unless

something large demand inputting, For an example,it is the new-deal policy in the great

depression era.It is a big demand made by public sector,but not free market side.However

the inputting is also possible by NGO side’s big fund.

 Following Big Inputting would Cause Big Future Benefits.
Following are emergency strategy to construct so called essential business.

Not mentioned important task is scaling up Foods and New Energy Supplying.

Climate engineering contains also technology of direct fixing climate dynamics process.

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

